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Latin quote
Homo sum: humani nihil a me alienum puto.
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The wolf and the lion
‘The Wolf and the Lion’ is the fifth episode of the first season of
the HBO medieval fantasy television series Game of Thrones, first
aired on May 15, 2011.

The episode opens with beautiful shots of King’s Landing and a
manly conversation between Ned Stark and a prominent member
of the royal guard. Inside the castle, Ned’s studio, the studio of the
Hand of the King, is so beautiful and Aryan that just for those
shots the series is worth watching.

But the scene I want to focus on takes place on another side of the
castle, in the room of the Small Council: a body that advises the
King of the Seven Kingdoms and institutes politics under his
command. It is the internal council, therefore, ‘small’, of the King
that forms his cabinet. The members are appointed by him.
Specifically, the scene I am referring to is a heated discussion
about Dany (Daenerys Targaryen) between King Robert and Ned
Stark, of which the following words stand out:

King Robert: ‘The whore is pregnant!’

Ned Stark: ‘You are speaking of murdering a child…’

King Robert: ‘I want’em dead, mother and child both! And the
fool Viserys as well. Is that plain enough for you? I want them
dead!’

Ned Stark: ‘You will dishonour yourself forever for this’.

King Robert: ‘Honour? I’ve got seven kingdoms to rule! One king,
seven kingdoms. Do you think honour keeps them in line? Do you
think it’s honour that’s keeping the peace? It’s fear—fear and
blood’.

Ned Stark: ‘Then we’re no better than the Mad King’.

King Robert: ‘Careful Ned. Careful now’.

Ned Stark: ‘You want to assassinate a girl [Dany] because the
spider [Lord Varys’ nickname] heard a rumour?’

Spider Varys serves as the ‘Master of Whispers’, a sort of a
medieval intelligence department in service of the king. The
eunuch Varys is famous for possessing what he calls ‘Little Birds’:
informants from all corners of the Seven Kingdoms and even
beyond the Narrow Sea. His spy Jorah Mormont found out that
Dany was pregnant.

King Robert: ‘A Targaryen at the head of a Dothraki army. What
then…?’

Ned Stark: ‘The Narrow Sea still lies between us. I’ll fear the
Dothraki the day they teach their horses to run on water’.

King Robert: ‘Do nothing? That’s your advice? Do nothing till our
enemies are on our shores? You’re my council. Counsel! Speak
sense to this honourable fool’.

The Small Council—Robert’s brother Renly, Lord Varys,
Littlefinger, and Grand Maester Pycelle—try to reason with Ned.
Everyone agrees that the last of the Targaryens should be killed,
especially the one who carries in her womb the child of non-white
warlord Drogo.

King Robert: ‘She dies!’

Ned Stark: ‘I will have no part in it’.

Ned’s blunder in his heated argument with the king was even
more colossal than the one his wife committed in the previous
episode: so great in fact that here the series already makes me
angry.

If there is something that attracts the fandom toward Game of
Thrones it’s that it portrays a medieval universe without
Christianity, something similar to what would have happened in
Europe if Christianity hadn’t conquered Rome. But Ned’s attitude
is evangelical, and it even makes me want to suspend watching the
episode.

His quixotic standards of morality can only lead to the catastrophe
of House Stark, which is exactly what happened in subsequent
episodes. If George R.R. Martin had been consistent in devising a
medieval universe without a single character whose behaviour
mimics Christian ethics, he wouldn’t have written such a scene. It
reminds me of an old discussion between Brad Griffin and Alex
Linder on Radio Free Mississippi, where Griffin tried to corner
Linder by asking him what Linder would do if he was left alone
with a seven-year-old Jewish girl in a room. For the Lutheran
Griffin any exterminationist ideation had to be admonished, as
Ned did with Robert in the above quote regarding wiping out the
Targaryen House for good.

King Aerys II Targaryen, commonly called ‘the Mad King’, had
been a member of House Targaryen in ruling from the Iron
Throne. Although his rule began benevolently, he succumbed to
the insanity caused by his incestuous lineage and was ultimately
deposed by Lord Robert Baratheon in a civil war. The Mad King
was the father of both Viserys Targaryen and Daenerys Targaryen,
whom I introduced from the first instalment of this series.

Years before what we see in the fifth episode, the Mad King had
Ned Stark’s father burned alive! This had happened not far from
where Ned’s heated argument with King Robert takes place.
Despite their hyper-Nordish beauty the Targaryens had a
reputation for being prone to psychotic outbursts. In the real
world, as I have already said on this site, I don’t believe that white
people are prone to psychosis due to genetic factors. It’s not the
hardware but software issues what are driving them mad
(Christian and neochristian programming).

The discussion between Ned and Robert makes me say that there
should be no Christians in the Small Council of the new
government once the racists take power. There should be no one
like a Brad Griffin or a Matt Parrott who, in a sensitive moment,
behave like Ned. What we must do is the complete opposite of
what Harold Covington wrote in his novels about the formation of
a White Republic in the US: that eventually the ‘pagans’
(Covington’s term) and Christians would compromise.

Why such an uncompromising attitude?

Game of Thrones consists of 73 episodes. As we will see in the
penultimate episode, #72, Dany, the Targaryen girl that Ned felt
so sorry for, would finally arrive at King’s Landing with her non-
white Dothraki army and burn the capital of the seven kingdoms
(think of what happened in Dresden).

King Robert was right!

This also reminds me of what the neo-Christian Greg Johnson
wrote about The Turner Diaries: that Pierce’s novel disgusted
him. The ‘secular’ Johnson, who gave homilies in his church of
San Francisco has been, axiologically, identical to Brad Griffin and
Ned Stark. So let’s iterate it again: No Christian or pseudo-
apostate of Christianity shall be in our Small Council.

Ned removes his badge of office of Hand of the King at Robert’s
table. Later he was about to lose his life not because of the king’s
rage: but because of an attack by Jaime Lannister’s guard after
Jaime learnt about what Ned’s stupid wife did with Tyrion
Lannister on the other side of the kingdom. But what I want to get
to is that white nationalists, children of Christian parents after all,
are like Don Quixote Ned. They imagine it’s possible to reclaim
their countries without violating Jesus’ commandments, even the
so-called secular nationalists.

Stop reading their web pages! The question that the new visitor to
those sites should ask himself is: Has the admin of this site
abandoned the ethical code that the Jew who wrote the Gospel left
us?

But what I loved about the episode was the tone in which King
Robert spoke: just the outrageous tone in which I speak in my
mother tongue.
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Latin quote
Omnis cum in tenebris

praesertim vita laboret.
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Cripples, bastards and broken things
The fourth episode of the first season of the HBO medieval fantasy
television series Game of Thrones was first aired on May 8, 2011.
The title comes from the original book, spoken by Tyrion after he
provides Bran Stark with a saddle design that will allow him to
ride despite his paraplegia: ‘I have a tender spot in my heart for
cripples and bastards and broken things’.

Although I am no longer reading articles on white nationalist sites,
I receive emails about the latest articles from The Occidental
Observer. Today I received the notice of the latest academic article
published in Kevin MacDonald’s webzine, ‘Can Feudalism Save
the Western World?’ The title got me thinking about what I
recently said in this series: that, from the viewpoint of for the
fourteen words, monarchy was infinitely superior to democracy.

But German National Socialism was infinitely superior to
monarchy, and the fact that MacDonald doesn’t publish scholarly
articles promoting the latter shows what we’ve been saying on this
site: Like other whites, so-called white nationalists have been
corrupted by today’s ethnosuicidal zeitgeist which feminises all
Aryan males.

In these eschatological times for the white race the feminisation of
the Aryan man goes hand in hand with the masculinisation of
Aryan women, which includes how girls are being educated in our
century. In the fourth episode of Game of Thrones we see a
conversation between Arya and Ned Stark, the Hand of the King.*

Arya: ‘Can I be lord of a holdfast?’

Ned Stark chuckles and kisses his little daughter: ‘You will marry
a high lord and rule his castle. And your sons shall be knights
and princesses and lords. Hmmm?’

Arya: ‘No. That’s not me’.

Arya gets up and continues to do her training exercises to become
a swordswoman (in the final season we will see that the already
grown Arya definitively renounces motherhood).

Another bad message from the episode is to continue depicting the
exiled prince Viserys, Dany’s brother, as incredibly stupid. It
reminds me that later seasons also casts Lord Mace Tyrell as
stupid: the lord of Highgarden and head of House Tyrell. Just like
Viserys and Dany, the series will put Mace’s daughter Margaery
and his mother Olenna as very smart compared to him.

However, the final scene of this episode shows us the blunder that
Ned Stark’s wife, Catelyn Stark, made in the North by publicly
arresting Tyrion Lannister solely on Petyr Baelish’s accusation.
(As we shall see in the seventh season, Petyr ‘Littlefinger’ Baelish
had lied to Catelyn and Ned about Tyrion.) This woman’s blunder
at the end of the episode was so astronomical that it sparked a war
between two feudal houses: House Stark and House Lannister.
Catelyn had simply been carried away by her feminine ‘intuitions’
rather than having proof of Tyrion’s guilt in a frustrated
assassination attempt on the crippled Bran.

__________

(*) The Hand of the King is the most powerful appointed position in the
Seven Kingdoms, second only to the King in authority and responsibility.
The Hand is the King’s closest advisor, appointed and authorised to make
decisions in the King’s name.
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First translation of one of my articles
Thanks to the work of Albus, ‘Terminal stage’, one
of my articles that I chose for Daybreak can now
be read in German.
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Lord Snow
‘Lord Snow’ is the third episode of the first season of the HBO
medieval fantasy television series Game of Thrones. It first aired
on May 1, 2011. The bad message of this episode begins when Ned
Stark discovers, already settled in King’s Landing, that his little
daughter Arya has a real weapon.

Ned Stark: ‘This is not a toy. Little ladies shouldn’t play with
swords’.

Arya: ‘I wasn’t playing. And I don’t want to be a lady’.

Keeping in mind the medieval literature of my mother tongue,
there was nothing like it in Spain despite the fact that its literature
flourished with stories of medieval warriors. This dialogue in ‘Lord
Snow’ is a pure invention of our time. (I have said elsewhere that
the film that started this reversal of roles, that a saving warrior
could be a woman, was the 1979 Alien.)

Very kindly Ned tries to reason with his daughter in her room,
asking Arya if she remembers the House Stark motto, ‘Winter is
coming’. He makes Arya see that she was born in the middle of a
long summer (in George R.R. Martin’s universe summers can last
for years, and dreaded winters too). Ned wants to show his
daughter that she hasn’t yet known the harshness of life.

Contemporary Americans are like Arya in the sense that they
haven’t suffered those long winters: the thirty to one hundred
years that, according to Revilo Oliver, we must endure to bring
about a true psychogenic change. This could even be said of all
contemporary Westerners who require a long winter to generate
the gravitas to form a new nation. Fortunately, what the
Europeans have suffered will soon begin to be suffered by the
Americans. On page 131 of Toward the White Republic the
American Michael O’Meara said:

Qualitatively more persuasive, though, is Orlov’s claim that the
Soviet Union was better situated than the United States to
endure and recover from a political-economic breakdown. In his
view, Americans see their ‘spendthrift debtor nation’ as a ‘land
of free ice cream and perpetual sunshine’. Never having
experienced invasion, world war, famine, or bloody dictatorship,
it’s hard for them to imagine a future unlike their past. More
than Russians, Americans have been severed from their past and
redesigned as gratification-oriented consumers whose defining
character is materialist rather than ethnic, historical, or cultural.
They also lack the psychology of resilience ‘bred’ into the long-
suffering Russians. Finally, they are more ideologically deluded
by the system’s pretences, just as they are more integrated into
its increasingly dysfunctional institutions.

In Winterfell the boy Bran has awakened from his coma. In the
novel this is due to the telepathic intervention of Bloodraven, a
man fused to a weirwood tree (see the weiwrood trees on the
sidebar) who had appeared to the comatose Bran in a dream as a
three-eyed raven, thanks to ancient magic on the other side of the
Wall.

Old Nan, the caretaker of the now crippled
Bran, for the first time in the series talks
about the legends about what long time
ago had been a winter that lasted a whole
generation. (The actress who played Old

Nan died before ‘Lord Snow’ was released. The episode is
dedicated to her memory in the end credits.) Old Nan speaks to
Bran about the White Walkers who had been a scourge to
mankind during the long winter, so the Wall was built millennia
ago in order to keep them at bay.

On the other side of the kingdom King Robert remembers with the
members of his Kingsguard their first killings. The masculine
dialogue reminds me, once again, of today’s feminised western
men. Who among the so-called defenders of the West on the
internet has killed someone? If there is something that
distinguishes us from women it is our passion to kill, and without
manhood there is neither war nor white republic. (This said, I
recognise it’s impossible to kill since WW-II as our governments
are anti-white and there are no good wars to fight.)

King Robert recounts that during a war he fell from his horse and
a young soldier charged at him, receiving him with a hammer blow
that broke all of his ribs. Jaime Lannister and another member of
the Kingsguard tell the king who their first victims were.

Having won the Allies we can no longer have this kind of dialogue.
And together with tolerating that, the System has even taken
women away from us through feminism: a sign of the mental state
of the white man. Only if Hitler had won would we be telling
ourselves who our first victims were.

And speaking of feminism and would-be warriors, the episode
closes precisely with the reversal of sexual roles. Upon learning
that Arya doesn’t want to become a lady but rather wants to be a
swordsman, Ned hires Syrio Forel to teach her the art of handling
her Needle. In the first lesson Forel tells the girl Arya:

‘You are late, boy’.

That, and not the last season that angered the toxic fandom so
much, should have triggered the rage of viewers. But whites are
bananas. When a man accepts these inversions he is accepting
masturbation as a substitute for those women who (like Arya)
aren’t going to marry. The betrayal doesn’t come from the woman
but from the Aryan male (women only follow the strong, and the
strong one today is the anti-white System).

Within the cultural revolution that has been unfolding in the West
for a few decades, critics of Game of Thrones have praised Maisie
Williams for her portrayal of Arya Stark and her sword lesson
scenes. The whites among these ‘critics’ represent the worst scum
Western history has produced. But the havoc that the long winter
ahead will cause will also wipe out all degeneracy of America’s
summer (actually, historically it’s already autumn).

The episode ends with Arya training with Forel and Ned Stark
watching them. The scene is paradigmatic of the bad messages of
Game of Thrones as Ned was the character considered, by the
toxic fandom, as the most honourable man of the 2011-2019
series.
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Gothic mess!

In my recent post about the commenters on The Occidental
Observer I had said that, since I’m busy learning a new language, I
would limit myself to posting on Sundays. However, although I’ve
subscribed to the German course of a polyglot who speaks many
languages, the difficulty I see in his course is that it is boring.

The polyglot says that the secrets to learning languages are
motivation, time and content. We must be highly motivated to do
the hard work of learning a new language, spend enough time with
the language and the content of the lessons must be of great
interest to us.

I passed the test regarding his first two secrets to learning
German, but the course of this polyglot that can be taken on the
internet for a reasonable fee, as I said, is boring to me. So I no
longer use so much time in that course as in the early days of my
course. Nonetheless, the polyglot says that the trick is to read
things that we love, his third ‘secret’. So I am trying to convert the
booklet Glauben und Handeln (Faith and Action) by Helmut
Stellrecht for the Hitler Youth into contemporary German font.

In 2019 Nathan R. Lawrence posted an interesting article about
Stellrecht’s famous booklet, published by the NSDAP itself. But as
can be seen in the links to Lawrence’s article, the PDF of the
original 1943 text is in a Gothic font (see image above), and
another link in a normal font from Internet Archive is corrupted.
So if I want to use Stellrecht’s booklet for the Hitler Youth as part
of my course, I have no choice but to transcribe it letter by letter,
word by word from Gothic into an understandable font.

Today I already posted the preface to the booklet at the WDH
section in German.

The problem is that I had never tried anything like this. It’s a very
difficult undertaking. So difficult that, for example, Lawrence,
when transcribing the prologue from Gothic font to a normal font,
confused the letter ß, which doesn’t exist in English (in German
it’s equivalent to ss) for the common B. So his translation is
inaccurate. Lawrence also confused ö for ä—letters also missing in
the English alphabet.

Apparently, the Gothic-font PDF is the only available PDF of
Stellrecht’s booklet in German and it’s a real pain in the ass for
people like us! Another example: the Gothic G from the font used
by the NSDAP’s Central Publishing House looks a lot like B. And
there are more cases for confusion in this peculiar old-fashioned
font.

I write this post because it is a shame that I, who is just learning
the language, is manually transcribing the Gothic text into normal
font because, apparently, no native German-speaker has taken the
trouble to do it!

Below is the somewhat corrected English translation of the preface
that Lawrence translated more inaccurately. The preface doesn’t
appear in the English-translated editions of Stellrecht’s booklet
available on the internet:

In Germany, new laws have been set up. Laws that are ancient,
for we carried them in our blood. The laws demand that we
become one again in faith, will and action, and reoriented in the
power of a new life.

All great things are clear and simple. Everyone who wants to
recognise them can do it. They are spoken of in this book.
Everyone can hear what can be put into words. If the voice of his
blood answers to it, then it speaks more clearly than what
human words or statutes can.

This book is in the hands of everyone who seeks clarity in the
tremendous spiritual struggle of our time, but first of all to the
youth who are to become fulfilled. For they must first hate
themselves before accomplishment (*). Let everyone gain
strength from the great goals that have been set. Let each one
grow above himself, so that he may be called a German.

If anyone knows of a normal-font PDF of this booklet in German,
please let me know via the email on the sidebar.

___________

Note of February 25: The accurate translation according to Mr. T—see
comments below—is: ‘They [the youth] have to be accomplished /
completed / perfectioned [choose what you like best] beforehand’.

I mistook the b for an ß mistranslating the whole phrase as ‘hate’!
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The Kingsroad
‘The Kingsroad’ is the second episode of the first season of the
HBO medieval fantasy television series Game of Thrones, first
aired on April 24, 2011.

We see the first bad message of this episode when Jon Snow says
goodbye and gives a real rapier to the little girl Arya, while she
packs her clothes on the eve of the Starks’ fateful trip to King’s
Landing. Thus the masculinisation of a little girl is promoted by
one of the central characters, perhaps the most beloved, of all
seasons: Jon Snow. If those who caused the darkest hour in the
West, the United States, the United Kingdom, and the Soviet
Union had lost the war, our world wouldn’t be turned upside
down. A scene like this would never have been filmed.

Since this rapier is very light, so light that a little girl can wield it,
in the real world she would never have had a chance to compete,
in real combat, with the heavy swords wielded by men. Not only is
Arya, as we said in ‘Winter is coming’, the most mishandled
character of all Game of Thrones seasons, but the white fans who
didn’t rebel against these insults to reason and good judgment are
complicit in what the Jews of Hollywood, HBO or Netflix do.

Hugging Jon Snow in goodbye, and with
her little legs dangling in the air due to her
stature, right at this moment—hugging her
half-brother—Arya names her small rapier

Needle, as knights used to baptise their swords. Instead of needles
for her embroidery and knitting classes the girl prefers a needle
that is a weapon.

Interestingly, in this 2011 episode Jon Snow kisses Bran when the
latter is in a coma. Jamie Lannister had pushed him out of the
Winterfell tower when Bran caught Jaime committing incest with
his sister Cercei, the queen. (Jon wouldn’t see Bran again until the
last season, in 2019, and also greets him with a kiss on the
forehead; although by that season Bran has undergone a psychic
transformation to become the three-eyed raven.)

The farewell of Robb Stark and Jon Snow is very manly: very dry
but affectionate. If the white man suffered enough during the
coming convergence of catastrophes, in a century we would
develop once again the gravitas of the Middle Ages.

One of my favourite scenes from the show is seen in this episode,
when King Robert Baratheon and Ned Stark eat lunch on a placid
afternoon during the long journey from Winterfell to King’s
Landing. They both speak frankly, as real men spoke. The visuals
of that scene, with a variety of fruits on an outdoor table in the
beautiful countryside, are quite good. If it bothers me to see
masculinised women I’m even more fed up with feminised men
and can’t stand the sight of them. That’s why a contemporary
series that at least sometimes shows real men set in a fantastic
medieval period is worth watching.

The final scenes gave the episode the title. Away from the gaze of
adults, the teenage prince Geoffrey, who will inherit the Iron
Throne, grossly abuses his power over the commoners. He falsely
accuses Arya and her pet, one of the young wolves of the Starks,
and the son of a blacksmith. But as repulsive as the future king
Geoffrey is in four seasons of this series of eight seasons,
democracy is infinitely worse. As Harold Covington said when he
lived, democracy is a system designed not to change.

Let’s imagine for a moment that monarchy persisted in our days.
Imagine that, in the West, it occurred to one of the many kings of
the western nations to reverse the migration of non-whites with
the absolute powers that the monarchical system grants him. (This
is the opposite of how the Deep State ruled the US during Trump’s
presidency.) This hypothetical king, although as repulsive in his
personal life as Geoffrey, could potentially produce a chain
reaction if the will of other kings was also conquered to expel
Moors and Jews à la 1492 in Spain (in the present, blacks and
Asians would also be expelled).

And here we come to why I am so disgusted by white nationalism,
which unlike the late Covington lacks a revolutionary ideology.
None of the leading figures that I know of places democracy on the
dock. Who of these Americans rejects democracy? In the last two
elections many of them even voted or advised their visitors on who
to vote for.

In one of his podcasts William Pierce hit the nail on the head by
inquiring why Jews like democracy so much: because they can
control the electorate if they control the media. But the leading
figures of white nationalism have cucked about something so
obvious. And worst of all is that these white nationalists, by
validating democracy, indirectly validate Jewry behind the media.

I would suggest that my visitors no longer enter the sites of these
pretenders, nor read their books whether published by Arktos or
Counter-Currents. If I want to learn German it is to read the
original texts of a political system that was even better than
monarchy. The rest, including what is written in the forums of the
racialised right, is like an American dog that returns to its vomit.
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On TOO commenters
Last week I quoted a recent article by Tom Sunic criticising
Christianity on The Occidental Observer. I waited a few days to
see what all the commenters posted in that discussion thread.

Some are morons who believe that Bitcoin is legit, not what it
really is: a Ponzi scheme. Furthermore, by not having read The
West’s Darkest Hour those commenters are unaware about
fundamental facts (for example, that miscegenation in Latin
America occurred in a Christian society that persecuted Jews, or
that there was a tragic apocalypse for white culture since the
House of Constantine took over Rome). Not only the commenters
but even Sunic himself doesn’t talk about such important
historical events.

Artificial Jews (a.k.a. Christians) are allowed to comment on The
Occidental Observer and whoever moderates the discussion
threads left, as the last word, what one of them said: ‘Anti-
Christianism is the staple food of Judaism’. After that fallacious
comment the thread was closed.

As I would only secrete bile if I tried to reason with these
hypocrites on that webzine, instead of discrediting white
nationalism I better chose, for these Sundays, to post something
about each episode of Game of Thrones (as I did today with the
premiere).

Since I am in an intensive German course for a year, or a year and
a half, unless something important happens I will limit myself to
posting on Sundays. But I would like to share a revelation that I
had today.

White nationalism is similar to the manosphere in the sense that
incels focus on the psychology of women rather than on the
psychology of men, which is where the problem lies with the
runaway feminism that is killing the West. The incels are
incapable of genuine insight from this point of view (see for
example the final pages of this text).

In the same way, white nationalists focus on the psychology of the
Jew rather than Aryan psychology, which is where the problem
lies. Not wanting to see—as the Christians who comment on The
Occidental Observer don’t want to see—that Christianity is the
most serious aspect of Jewish subversion for the white mind
implies not only naivety, but betrayal.

If I want to learn German it is precisely to be able
to translate Hitler’s table talks, which contain
more passages criticising the religion of our
parents than Jewry. (The English translation that
is being sold today contains some passages that
weren’t translated well.)
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Winter is coming
‘Winter Is Coming’ is the premiere of the HBO medieval fantasy
television series Game of Thrones.

When in years past the comment threads were open on this site I
noticed that one of my topics that didn’t attract attention was
Game of Thrones (A Game of Thrones, which English-Spanish
translation I have near where I write, is the first novel of George
R.R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire). But it must be understood
that in my childhood, after seeing Kubrick’s best film, I wanted to
be a film director (that was a few years before a family tragedy that
would destroy several lives).

In my books I say that when I was a child Warner Bros. offered my
father a job so he could go to work in the United States. My father
declined the offer and sentenced me to live in a country other than
my own. But I was left with the desire to have been a director and
the only thing I can do now is film criticism. Of course, as a
director I would have handled Martin’s novels in a very different
way compared to the way the pair of Jews who produced and
directed the HBO series did. For example, Martin’s feminism was
exacerbated by David Benioff and Daniel B. Weiss, known to fans
as D&D. I would have decreased it as much as possible.

In this series of criticising each episode of Game of Thrones that
I’m starting with this post we must bear in mind that I am more
critical of the toxic fandom made up of whites than the script that
D&D developed. The author of the video we recently transcribed
for this site on toxic fandom said elsewhere that Arya Stark was
the most mishandled character of all Game of Thrones seasons. I
would add that this speaks very badly of the fandom of whites who
complained a lot about the finale but never about what D&D did
with Arya.

Only in the first episode of the HBO series does Arya appear as she
must have appeared throughout both Martin’s novels and the
television series: a girl being educated in embroidery and weaving
and confined to the home of a feudal lord. Not only the normies
don’t want this ‘transvaluation of values’ on how to educate
women today. Even many white nationalists don’t reject feminism
with the vehemence that every Aryan male should (the
masculinisation of the white woman is directly proportional to the
feminisation of the white man).

In that same opening episode, shortly after showing Arya in her
embroidery and knitting classes with other girls, we see her little
brother Bran Stark trying to get a good shot at target shooting.
Bran does it very badly and, from behind, Arya, who is even
younger than him, hits the target with her bow and arrow thus
humiliating her little brother.

That is the first bad message of Game of Thrones. As we have
already said on this site, Hollywood is portraying female warriors
as faster than men. The reality is that women are slower and
generally inferior to us in both physical and intellectual sports (see
what I said last December about chess).

It is very important to criticise the white fans of the series for not
being outraged by such reversals of reality, from the very first
episode. White nationalism limits itself to blaming Hollywood
Jews as if whites, in this case the toxic fandom, weren’t equally
guilty of greedily consuming those products without criticising
them.

When the king of the seven kingdoms, Robert Baratheon and his
royal court, arrive in Winterfell and the Starks receive them, Arya
contemplates them with a helmet (in its place that little girl would
have had to wear a hood). When Arya arrives with her reunited
family about to receive the king, Ned, her father, immediately
removes her helmet. In the historical medieval world, not in these
mad films that demoralise the Aryan man, little girls didn’t want
to become soldiers throwing away all of their femininity, much
less a blue-blooded girl like Arya Stark.

In sharp contrast, the dialogue between King Robert and Ned
Stark in the crypts is very realistic and very masculine. Voices like
this are no longer heard in the West, not even among its supposed
defenders. This is how we men used to speak: as Robert Baratheon
spoke in the crypt when paying his respects to Ned’s late sister
Lyanna Stark, with whom he had been in love.

Across the narrow sea in Essos the blond prince Viserys Targaryen
forces his sister, Daenerys, to marry a Dothraki warlord, the non-
white Drogo. Viserys thus fantasises about conquering Westeros
and claiming the Iron Throne for the Targaryen House that Robert
had destroyed. (In Martin’s universe the Targaryens were known
for their incredible hyper-Nordic beauty, and I think the
producers of the show should have chosen more beautiful actors
to play the roles of Viserys and Daenerys.) Viserys says something
horrible to his blonde sister: that in his quest to regain the throne
for his house he would even allow the forty thousand horses of the
swarthy Dothraki to mount her. It’s a terrible message because,
despite medieval barbarism, I don’t think blond princes treated
their princesses like that in real history.

Later we see an uninhibited King Robert dancing, kissing and
groping a fat commoner during the evening feast in the great hall
of Winterfell in front of Cersei Lannister, his wife and queen. But
that’s nothing compared to the wedding between the blonde and
the swarthy warlord on the other side of the narrow sea. If the
white fans of Game of Thrones were good people they would have
rebelled from this moment on. But as we know from the
recommended readings in the sticky post, they are the worst
generation of whites since prehistory.

But the superiority of
the white race cannot
be hidden visually,
not even with Jewish
directors. There is, in
this premiere, a short
scene that puts
Daenerys side by side
with black and
mulatto women
before she was

deflowered by Drogo. I mean Daenerys’ walk in the direction of
her white mare that Drogo gave her as a gift on their wedding day.
The seventh art perfectly portrays the infinite superiority of a
white woman over dark people.

The brief scene reminded me of a tale by Nicaraguan poet Rubén
Darío (1867-1916), who contrasted a white girl eating grapes with
the swarthy people who surrounded her here in Latin America: Y
sobre aquel fondo de hollín y carbón, sus hombros delicados y
tersos que estaban desnudos, hacían resaltar su bello color de lis,
con un casi impenetrable tono dorado (‘And on that background
of soot and coal, her delicate and smooth shoulders were naked
bringing out her beautiful lily colour, with an almost impenetrable
golden hue’).
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In Spanish:

La Hora más Oscura
para la Raza Blanca

In German:

Die schwärzeste
Stunde des Westens

For the donation button,
see the bottom of this

page.

PDF of my book Daybreak
here, hard copy here. The
Fair Race is also available
through Lulu (PDF here,
hard copy here).

On exterminationism is
available as PDF, and hard
copy.

Don’t try to get The Fair
Race via Amazon or Barnes
& Noble. Amazon and
others are selling a pirated,
outdated copy before I
removed and added several
articles, and copiously
checked the Spanish to
English translations.

Other of my books in
English:

Hard copy available : here
 

Hard copy available : here
 

For my books in Spanish
click: here.

Site in a nutshell: here.

Women understood: here.

See Himmler’s and William
Pierce’s quotable quotes

about Christianity
(here and here).

To contextualise our
criticism of Christianity, see
Richard Carrier’s study on
the inexistence of Jesus
(watch conference: here):

When your god is Jewish,
you can potentially end up
in a runaway philo-Semitic
downward spiral, precisely
what happened to the US.

‘The strongest trees are
rooted in the dark places…’

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

The above book is about
the Holocaust perpetrated
by the Allied forces on the
Germans (here).

Here: an SS pamphlet
explaining National
Socialism.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

The collapse of the
dollar that is
coming will mark

the beginning of the end of
America’s economic and
cultural hegemony over
Europe.

“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 

CONTACT:

karellen2001(at)gmail.com

 

‘RACISM’:

On the origin of the word
‘racist’

The word ‘racism’ from the
Nietzschean viewpoint

Read this section from Wm.
Pierce’s Who We Are about
the West’s darkest hour.
 

For a couple of articles on

Richard Wagner and LOTR

click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s unpublished
chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 
The Jewish Problem (non-
Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface
 

Above & below: Parrish’s
Arcadian paintings.

‘Racism’ is just an
expression of evolution. All
species go through racial
separation on their path to
speciation. No exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his race,
for example the nymphs on
this sidebar. But in today’s
mad West the term ‘racist’
de facto means someone
who loves the white race to
the point of wanting to
preserve it.

Above, another Maxfield
Parrish painting. Below, a
novel of the creator of the
fourteen words.

 
Who’s the editor of this
site? — See a Metapedia
article that a German wrote
about me: here.
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A 3-eyed crow, symbol of
the old man fused to a

weirwood tree.

 
CATEGORIES

2001: A Space Odyssey
(movie)

3-eyed crow

A Song of Ice and Fire
(novels)

Abortion

Abraham (patriarch)

Abraham Lincoln

Achilles

Adam Smith

Adolf Hitler

Adversus Christianos
(book)

Africa

Against the Fall of
Night (novel)

Agamemnon

Alaric

Albert Lindemann

Albert Schweitzer

Albert Speer

Albrecht Dürer

Alcibiades

Alcman

Aldous Huxley

Alex Linder

Alexander Alekhine

Alexander the Great

Alexandr Solzhenitsyn

Alexandria

Alexis de Tocqueville

Alfred Rosenberg

Alice Miller

American civil war

Americanism

Amerinds

Ammianus Marcellinus

An Eye for an Eye
(book)

Ancient Greece

Ancient Rome

Anders Breivik

Andrew Anglin

Andrew Hamilton

Angela Merkel

Anti-German
exterminationism

Anti-white
exterminationism

Antichrist (book)

Antiochus IV
Epiphanes

Aphrodite

Apollo

Apollonius of Rhodes

Arcadia

Arcadius

Archeology

Archimedes

Architecture

Argentina

Arianism

Aristocracy

Aristophanes

Aristotle

Art

Artemis

Arthur C. Clarke

Arthur de Gobineau

Arthur Kemp

Arthur Schopenhauer

Articles in German

Artificial Intelligence
(movie)

Aryan beauty

Asia

Athanaric

Atheism and
secularism

Athena

Athens

Attila

Audios

Augustus

Australia

Austria

Autobiography

Axiology

Aztec people

¿Me Ayudarás? (book)

Barack Obama

Bartolomé de las Casas

Baruch Spinoza

Battle of Poitiers

Battle of Thermopylae

Bayreuth Festival

Beauty

Beethoven

Ben Klassen

Ben-Hur

Benito Mussolini

Benjamin Disraeli

Benjamin Franklin

Beowulf

Berlin

Bernal Díaz del Castillo

Bernardino de Sahagún

Bible

Bill Clinton

Biography

Blacks

Bleeding Germany Dry
(book)

Bob Whitaker

Book of Revelation

Brazil

Brenton Tarrant

Brutus

Buddhism

Caligula

Canada

Cannibalism

Carl Gustav Jung

Carl Sagan

Carl Schmitt

Carlo Collodi

Carolingian dynasty

Carolyn Yeager

Carthaginians

Cassius Dio

Catholic Church

Catholic religious
orders

Cato

Celsus

Celts

Charlemagne

Charles Darwin

Charles Dickens

Charles Martel

Charles V

Chess

Child abuse

Childhood’s End
(novel)

China

Chinese coronavirus

Chris Martenson

Christian art

Christian question
(CQ)

Christian views on Hell

Christianity

Christopher Columbus

Cicero

City of God (book)

Civil war

Civilisation (TV series)

Classical sculpture

Claude le Lorrain

Claudius

Claus Nordbruch

Clement of Alexandria

Clovis I

Colin Ross

Color of crime

Committee for
Skeptical Inquiry

Commodus

Communism /
Bolshevism

Conservatism

Conspiracy theories

Constans

Constantine

Constantine II

Constantinople

Constantius II

Corneliu Zelea
Codreanu

Correspondence

Counter-Reformation

Crusades

Currency crash

Daniel (biblical figure)

Dante Alighieri

Darkening Age (book)

David (king of Israel)

David Duke

David Friedrich
Strauss

David Irving

David Lane

Day of Wrath (book)

Daybreak (book)

Daybreak Publishing

Death in Venice
(movie)

Decius

Degeneracy

Degenerate art

Demeter

Democracy

Democritus

Demography

Denmark

Der Ring des
Nibelungen (opera)

Deranged altruism

Desmond Morris

Destruction of
Germanic paganism

Destruction of Greco-
Roman world

Diocletian

Dionysus

Dominique Venner

Don Quixote (book)

Donald Trump

Dresden

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Dylann Roof

Eastern Orthodox
Church

Economy

Edmund Burke

Edward Gibbon

Edward I of England

Egalitarianism

Egypt

El Grial (book)

Eleusis

Elizabeth I

Emperor Julian

Energy / peak oil

England

Enlightenment

Enoch Powell

Erasmus

Esau's Tears (book)

Eschatology

Essay on the Inequality
of Human Races
(book)

Ethnic cleansing

Eugenics

Euripides

Europe

European Union

Eusebius

Evil

Evropa Soberana

Extermination of the
Neanderthals

Ezekiel

Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour (book)

Fascism

Feminism

Feminized western
males

Film

Final solution

First World War

France

Francis Galton

Francis Parker Yockey

Francisco Franco

Franco Zeffirelli

Frankfurt School

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Franks

Franz Boas

Frederick the Great

Free speech / Free
press

French Revolution

Friedrich Nietzsche

Friedrich Schiller

Fritigern

G.W.F. Hegel

Galerius

Galileo Galilee

Game of Thrones

Gaul

Genetics

Genghis Khan

Genrikh Yagoda

Genuine spirituality

Geography

George Lincoln
Rockwell

George Orwell

George R. R. Martin

George Washington

Germanic People

Germany

Giorgio de Chirico

Giselher Wirsing

God

Goethe

Gone with the Wind
(movie)

Gore Vidal

Goths

Gratian

Greg Johnson

Guillaume Faye

Gulag Archipelago
(book)

Gustave Doré

Hadrian

Hamlet (1948 movie)

Hannibal

Hans F. K. Günther

Harold Covington

Harry S. Truman

Hate

Health

Heinrich Himmler

Hellstorm (book)

Helmut Stellrecht

Henry VIII

Heracles

Hermann (Arminius)

Hermann Göring

Hermann Samuel
Reimarus

Hernán Cortés

Herod the Great

Herodotus

Hesiod

Hieronymus Bosch

Hippocrates

History

History of the decline
and fall of the Roman
Empire (book)

Hitler Youth

Hitler's table talk
(book)

Holocaust

Holodomor

Homer

Homosexuality

Honorius (emperor)

Horace

Human sacrifice

Huns

Hunter (novel)

Hypatia of Alexandria

Ibycus

Iceland

Iliad (epic book)

Immanuel Kant

Immigration laws

Impeachment of Man
(book)

India

Individualism

Indo-European
heritage

Industrial Revolution

Infanticide

Inquisition

Intelligence quotient
(IQ)

Ireland

Isaac Newton

Isabella I of Castile

Isaiah (prophet)

Islam

Islamization of the
West

Israel

Italy

James Mason

James Watson

Jane Austen

Japan

Jared Taylor

Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

Jefferson Davis

Jeffrey Masson

Jeremy Bentham

Jerusalem

Jesus

Jewish hate groups

Jewish question (JQ)

Jewish–Roman wars

Jez Turner

Joe Biden

Johann Sebastian Bach

Johannes Gutenberg

Johannes Kepler

John Calvin

John F. Kennedy

John Locke

John Milton

John Modrow

John of Patmos

John Stuart Mill

John the Evangelist

John Tyndall

José María Morelos

José Vasconcelos

Joseph Goebbels

Joseph Stalin

Josephus

Joshua

Jovian

Judaism

Julian (novel)

Julius Caesar

Julius Firmicus
Maternus

Justice

Justinian I

Juvenal

Karl Marx

Karl Popper

Karlheinz Deschner

Kenneth Clark

Kevin MacDonald

Kriminalgeschichte des
Christentums (books)

Ku Klux Klan

Lactantius

Latin America

Lawrence Auster

Leon Trotsky

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonidas

Libanius

Liberalism

Library of Alexandria

Literature

Lombards

London

Lord of the Rings

Lothrop Stoddard

Louis XIV of France

Louis-Ferdinand
Céline

Luke the Evangelist

Lycurgus

Maccabees

Madison Grant

Madness

Mainstream media

Manosphere

Mantras

Manu Rodríguez
(blogger)

March of the Titans
(book)

Marcus Aurelius

Marcus Eli Ravage

Mark the Evangelist

Mark Twain

Mark Weber

Marriage

Martin Bormann

Martin Luther

Marxism

Materialism /
capitalism

Maternus Cynegius

Matt Koehl

Matthew the Evangelist

Matthias Grünewald

Maxfield Parrish

Maya civilization

Mein Kampf (book)

Men

Merovingian dynasty

Metaphysics of race /
sex

Mexico

Michael O'Meara

Michelangelo

Middle Ages

Middle East

Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla

Mike Maloney

Miscegenation

Miscellany

Moctezuma II

Monarchy

Mongols

Monocausalism

Montaigne

Montesquieu

Morgenthau Plan

Moscow

Moses (Hebrew
lawgiver)

Music

My pinacoteca

Napoleon

National Socialism

Nature

Neanderthalism

Nero

New Spain

New Testament

New York

Newspeak

Niccolò Machiavelli

Nick Fuentes

Nicolaus Copernicus

Non-white
immigration

Nordicism

Norman Rockwell

North America

Norway

Nuremberg

Obituaries

Occam's razor

Occidental Observer
(webzine)

Odysseus / Ulysses

Old Testament

Oliver Cromwell

On Exterminationism
(book)

On the Genealogy of
Morality (book)

On The Historicity of
Jesus (book)

Opera

Oracle of Delphi

Oratory

Origen

Oswald Mosley

Otto von Bismarck

Ottoman Empire

Ovid

Painting

Parapsychology

Paris

Parsifal (opera)

Parthenon

Passing of the Great
Race (book)

Patriarchy

Pedagogy

Pederasty

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Pericles

Persephone

Persia

Peter Schiff

Petronius

Philippe Rushton

Philo

Philosophy

Philosophy of history

Pindar

Plato

Pliny the Elder

Plutarch

Poetry

Poland

Polybius

Pompey

Pope Francis
(Francisco I)

Pope Gregory I

Pope Theophilus of
Alexandria

Porphyry of Tyre

Portugal

Pre-Columbian
America

Prehistory

Pride & Prejudice
(2005 movie)

Protestantism

Pseudoscience

Psychiatry

Psychoanalysis

Psychohistory

Psychology

Puritanism

Quotable quotes

Racial studies

Rape of the Sabine
Women

Raphael

Real men

Recceswinth

Reconquista

Red terror

Reformation

Reinhard Heydrich

Religion

Rembrandt

Renaissance

René Descartes

Republic (Plato's book)

Revilo Oliver

Rhodesia

Richard Carrier

Richard Nixon

Richard Spencer

Richard Wagner

Richard Walther Darré

Rising Tide of Color
(book)

Robert Jay Mathews

Robert Morgan

Roger Devlin

Romanticism

Rome vs. Judea (book)

Romulus

Ronald Laing

Ronald Reagan

Rudolf Hess

Russia

Russian Revolution

Sappho

Savitri Devi

Schutzstaffel (SS)

Science

Second World War

Seneca

Sense and Sensibility
(movie)

Seventh Seal (movie)

Sexual "liberation"

Siege (book)

Sigmund Freud

Silvano Arieti

Skepticism

Sleeping Beauty (1959
movie)

Socrates

Solomon

Solon

Sound of Music (film)

South Africa

Soviet Union

Spain

Sparta

Sponsor

St Ambrose

St Athanasius

St Augustine

St Cyril of Alexandria

St Francis

St Ignatius of Antioch

St Irenaeus

St Jerome

St John Chrysostom

St Martin of Tours

St Paul

St Peter

St Thomas Aquinas

Stefan Zweig

Stilicho

Strabo

Struggle with the
Daimon (book)

Sturmabteilung (SA)

Suetonius

Summer, 1945 (book)

Sweden

Switzerland

Sword

Tacitus

Technology

Temple of Artemis

Temple of Jerusalem

Temple of Serapis

Tenochtitlan

Tertullian

The Brigade (novel)

The Camp of the Saints
(novel)

The Name of the Rose
(novel)

The Satyricon (novel)

The Turner Diaries
(novel)

The Yearling (novel)

Thebes

Theoderic the Great

Theodore Lidz

Theodore Roosevelt

Theodoret

Theodosius I

Theodosius II

Theology

Third Reich

Thomas Cole

Thomas Goodrich

Thomas Hobbes

Thomas Jefferson

Thomas Szasz

Thucydides

Thus spoke
Zarathustra (book)

Tiberius

Titus

Tom Metzger

Tom Sunic

Trajan

Transvaluation of all
values

Trauma model of
mental disorders

Turin Shroud

Twilight of the idols
(book)

Two Hundred Years
Together (book)

Ukraine

Ulfilas

Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(novel)

United Kingdom

United States

Universalism

Valens

Valentinian I

Valentinian II

Valentinian III

Valerian

Vegetarianism

Vercingetorix

Vespasian

Videos

Vienna

Vikings

Vincent van Gogh

Virgil

Vladimir Lenin

Vladimir Putin

Vlassis Rassias

Voltaire

W.B. Yeats

Ward Kendall

WDH radio show

Welfare of animals

West's darkest hour

Whispering Leaves
(book)

White nationalism

White-slave trade

Who We Are (book)

Wikipedia

Wilhelm Sieglin

Will Durant

William Blake

William James

William Pierce

William Shakespeare

Winston Churchill

Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart

Women

Wuthering Heights
(novel)

Xenophon

Zeus

Zosimus

Zweites Buch

The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara

BLOGROLL

David Irving’s Website
 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words Priesthood of the 14
words
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March 2021

February 2021

January 2021

December 2020

November 2020

October 2020

September 2020

August 2020

July 2020

June 2020

May 2020

April 2020

March 2020

February 2020

January 2020

December 2019

November 2019

October 2019

September 2019

August 2019

July 2019

June 2019

May 2019

April 2019

March 2019

February 2019

January 2019

December 2018

November 2018

October 2018

September 2018

August 2018

July 2018

June 2018

May 2018

April 2018

March 2018

February 2018

January 2018

December 2017

November 2017

October 2017

September 2017

August 2017

July 2017

June 2017

May 2017

April 2017

February 2017

January 2017

December 2016

November 2016

October 2016

August 2016

July 2016

June 2016

May 2016

April 2016

March 2016

January 2016

December 2015

November 2015

October 2015

September 2015

August 2015

July 2015

June 2015

May 2015

April 2015

March 2015

February 2015

January 2015

December 2014

November 2014

October 2014

September 2014

July 2014

June 2014

May 2014

April 2014

March 2014

January 2014

December 2013

November 2013

October 2013

September 2013

August 2013

July 2013

June 2013

May 2013

April 2013

March 2013

February 2013

January 2013

December 2012

November 2012

October 2012

September 2012

August 2012

July 2012

June 2012

May 2012

April 2012

March 2012

February 2012

January 2012

December 2011

November 2011

October 2011

September 2011

August 2011

July 2011

June 2011

May 2011

April 2011

March 2011

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix. It’s
there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do all
it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that it’s
a bit of software meant to
disable our enemy
recognition module.
Christianity preaches blind
love, and that love is
murdering the West”.

– Alex Linder
 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as to
desert them for the Jews?”
—Emperor Julian to the
Christians

Regarding why we say that
Christianity and the JQ are
one and the same, see this
passage from The Fair Race.

When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.

The deep-seated death-
wish that seems to have
taken hold of the collective
subconscious psyche of the
Aryan race after Hitler’s
death is I believe a
consequence of centuries of
Jewish brainwashing via
Christianity and its secular
offshoots.

Once the majority of Aryans
had rejected Hitler they
embraced what remained of
Christianity, Christian
ethics, with a vengeance.
Aryans are aware of what
our race is capable of
becoming from the photos
and films of NS Germany
and many of them hate and
fear their own race’s
potential for greatness due
to attachment to an
irrational morality and so
our race is in a sort of self-
destruct mode.

If the National Socialists had
won the Second World War
our race would not have
entered into this intense
struggle to overcome the
oldest and most effective
weapon of the Jews,
Christianity. So this post-
1945 struggle with the
mental disease of
Christianity does serve a
purpose in that it will either
destroy us for good or
make us even stronger.

Before Aryans can annihilate
the biological Jew on the
physical level they must
destroy the alien Jewish
mind virus on the mental
level by overcoming
Christian morality. —Joseph
Walsh

Sooner or later the world
will recognise that Hitler
was right and that until the
West accepts this fact, they
will continue their ongoing
self-destruction, especially
in the US and the UK.

Either way, massive
destruction is unavoidable
because after the Second
World War the Allies must
pay a massive karmic debt.

Whatever you want to call it,
thinking you can aid in
saving the white race while,
at the same time, bending
the knee to Jewish deities
(Yahweh and Yeshua) is
some kind of combination
of insane, dishonest,
cowardly, naive, or very
stupid. To bottom line it, it
won’t and can’t work.

‘White nationalists have
failed because trying to stir
up anti-semitism in a
culture shaped by almost
two thousand years of
Christian delusion and a
white race imbued with the
conviction that a Jew is God
is a fool’s errand’. —R.M.
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